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The appearance, apparent speed, and removal of optical effects
for relativistically moving objects

Robert J. Deisslera)

Physics Department, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio 44115

~Received 6 September 2004; accepted 14 January 2005!

Because various parts of an object are different distances from an observer, and light takes a finite
time to reach the observer, the appearance of a relativistically moving object will be very different
from that given by the Lorentz contraction. We derive equations that can be applied to a
photographic image so that the Lorentz contraction can still be observed. We also give equations that
quantify the apparent deformation of the object and plots that show the apparent speed of the object
as a function of time. In particular, as an object approaches, its apparent speed can be much greater
than the speed of light. In addition, we derive equations that can be applied to photographic images
to show how a relativistically moving image will appear. This transformation is applied to
photographic images that demonstrate the changes in appearance of a relativistically moving object.
The dominate effect is that of appearing to be rotated, that is, the Terrell effect. ©2005 American

Association of Physics Teachers.

@DOI: 10.1119/1.1866101#

I. INTRODUCTION

When teaching the subject of special relativity, it is impor-
tant to stress thatmeasurementand observationare the ap-
propriate words to use in describing length contraction and
time dilation. For example, we observe after careful mea-
surement that the length is contracted by the factor of 1/g
5A12v2/c2 in the direction of motion for a moving object
in comparison to the length in the rest frame of the object. It
would be incorrect to state that we ‘‘see’’ the length contrac-
tion or that the length ‘‘appears’’ to be contracted by the
factor 1/g. As first pointed out by Lampa,1 and later by
Penrose,2 Terrell,3 and Weisskopf,4 what one ‘‘sees’’ and how
an object ‘‘appears’’ are very different from what is given by
the Lorentz contraction. The reason is that various parts of
the object are different distances from the observer, and in
order for the light rays from the various parts to arrive at the
observer at the same time, they must have left the object at
different times. In addition, there is another problem with
using the word ‘‘appears’’ in describing the Lorentz contrac-
tion and time dilation, even if these optical effects did not
occur. What makes Einstein’s theory of special relativity so
profound is the fact that the lengthreally does contract and
time really does slow down. It is not simply a matter of
appearances.

If it were possible to take a photograph of a relativistically
moving object with a camera that used, instead of photons,
particles that travel much faster than the speed of light, then
these optical effects would be eliminated and the film would
show the object shortened by a factor of 1/g in the direction
of motion. However, because such a camera does not exist,
we can ask how to correct for the optical effects so that only
the relativistic effects will be observed on a photograph
taken by an ordinary camera. In this paper we refer tooptical
effectsas those that result from the fact that light takes a
finite time to reach the observer andrelativistic effectsas
those that result from the special theory of relativity~that is,
the Lorentz transformations!. We note that Doppler and in-
tensity effects4 also would be present on the film and that
these could also be removed, although in this paper we are
mainly concerned with geometrical effects.

One of the purposes of this paper is to derive the transfor-
mation equations that can be applied to the image on the film
~that is, the projection plane! and used to eliminate the opti-
cal effects. It is assumed that the object is moving at constant
velocity and that the camera can be approximated by a pin-
hole camera.

Although there have been many papers about the apparent
shape of relativistically moving objects,2–17 there appears to
be no discussion about the apparent speed of relativistically
moving objects other than a brief mention.18 Because it takes
a finite time for light from an object to reach the observer,
the apparent positionxa of the object will be behind the
actual positionx. Therefore, the apparent speed of the object,
va5dxa /dt, will differ from the actual speed,v5dx/dt. In
particular, we will show that if an object moves past an ob-
server at relativistic speeds, a plot of the apparent angle that
the object makes with respect to some reference angle as a
function of time is sufficient to determine both the speed of
the object and the distance of closest approach. The determi-
nation of both these quantities for a relativistically moving
object is in contrast to what occurs for an object moving at a
nonrelativistic speed, where plotting the angle as a function
of time can at most determine the ratio of these two quanti-
ties, because changing both the speed and the distance by the
same factor will result in the same angle as a function of
time.

Although the two-dimensional projection of a relativisti-
cally moving object onto a two-dimensional plane has been
derived,5 equations have not been derived that directly trans-
form a two-dimensional projection of an object in its rest
frame to the two-dimensional projection of the apparent co-
ordinates of the object. In this paper we derive this transfor-
mation and apply it to some photographic images. In particu-
lar, we show that for a small subtended solid angle, the
transformation gives the results derived by Terrell.3 We also
derive equations that quantify the changes in appearance of a
relativistically moving object.

In recent years, considerable work has been done on the
realistic visualization of relativistically moving objects,13–17

including the transformation of photographs from the point
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of view of a moving observer16 and from the point of view of
a stationary observer.17 The novel feature of the transforma-
tion of photographs in this paper is the derivation of the
transformation from the rest-frame two-dimensional~2D!
projection directly to the apparent 2D projection. These
equations let us easily program the transformation and apply
it to various photographs.

The transformation of the moving image in the photo-
graphs in this paper is from the point of view of the station-
ary observer, with the image moving past the observer. Be-
cause only the image is moving, the transformation is
applied only to the moving image, which is then superim-
posed on the appropriate background. Therefore, the back-
ground may be used as a point of reference which aids our
understanding of the changes in appearance of the moving
object. This feature of including the background is not seen
in previous papers in which only the moving object is
shown.17 We note that Doppler effects and changes in inten-
sity, which are included in previous work,4,13–16are not in-
cluded here, although these effects could be added to the
computer program.19

Before continuing with our discussion of the physical ap-
pearance of objects, it may be instructive to note how the
time appears to change.20 If the time between ticks on a
clock at rest isDt8, then the time between ticks on the clock
moving at speedv will be measured asgDt8. However, the
time between ticks that will actually be seen is given by the
relativistic Doppler shift. For example, if the clock is moving
directly toward the observer, the time between ticks will be
seen asg(12v/c)Dt8, and if the clock is moving directly
away from the observer, the time between ticks will be seen
asg(11v/c)Dt8. So the time between ticks actually seen on
the clock is different from that given by the relativistic time
dilation, just as the physical appearance of objects is differ-
ent than that given by the Lorentz contraction.

II. REMOVAL OF OPTICAL EFFECTS

In this section we derive the transformation that removes
the optical effects from a two-dimensional projection of an
object, thereby leaving only the relativistic effects. Consider
a point (x(t),y,z) on the object at timet ~see Fig. 1!. In Fig.
1, thez-axis andz-axis are directed out of the paper. Because
light takes a finite time to reach the observer at~0,0,0!, the

light from this point at time t appears to come from
(xa ,y,z), wherexa5x(t2Dt) and Dt is the time the light
takes to reach the observer. To find howx andxa are related,
we note that the distance the light travels in going from
(xa ,y,z) to ~0,0,0! is cDt5Axa

21y21z2. We also have that
x5xa1vDt, wherev is the speed of the object. We combine
these two equations to obtain

x5xa1bAxa
21y21z2, ~1!

whereb5v/c. Notice that the optical effects are first order
in b, in contrast to the relativistic effects which are second
order inb, becauseg51/A12b2.

We assume that the projection plane for the actual coordi-
nates of the object is such that it is perpendicular to a line
segment from the observer to some reference point (x0 ,y0,0)
of the object and a distancedp from the observer. The natural
reference point would be the center of the object, although
another point could be taken. We take~x,z! to be the coor-
dinates on this projection plane, withz in the same direction
asz. The coordinates~x,z! correspond to the intersection of
the projection plane and the line segment from the observer
to the point (x,y,z); the origin ~0,0! of these coordinates
corresponds to the intersection of the projection plane and
the line segment from the observer to the reference point.
Similarly, we take the projection plane for the apparent co-
ordinates to be such that it is perpendicular to a line from the
observer to the apparent reference point (x0a ,y0,0) and also
a distancedp from the observer. The coordinates on this
projection plane are taken to be (xa ,za).

Consider first the projection plane corresponding to the
actual position of the object. To derive the coordinates~x,z!
in terms ofx, y, andz, it is simplest to first define a coor-
dinate system (x9,y9,z) that is rotated by an angleu0 about
the z-axis, so that they9-axis is perpendicular to the projec-
tion plane. Thenx andz in terms ofx9, y9, andz are simply
x5dpx9/y9 andz5dpz/y9. If we rotate the coordinate sys-
tem about thez axis by u0 using x95x cosu02ysinu0 and
y95y cosu01xsinu0, we find

x5
dp~x cosu02y sinu0!

y cosu01x sinu0
, ~2a!

z5
dpz

y cosu01x sinu0
. ~2b!

Similarly, we have for the apparent coordinates

xa5
dp~xa cosu0a2y sinu0a!

y cosu0a1xa sinu0a
, ~3a!

za5
dpz

y cosu0a1xa sinu0a
. ~3b!

The relation betweenu0 andu0a may be found by takingx
5x0 , xa5x0a , y5y0 , andz50 ~that is, the reference point!
and dividing both sides of Eq.~1! by y0 giving

tanu05tanu0a1b secu0a . ~4!

We substitute Eq.~1! into Eq. ~2! and obtain

Fig. 1. The actual and apparent position of an object and the two-
dimensional projection planes.
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x5dp

@~xa /y!1bA~xa /y!2111~z/y!2#cosu02sinu0

cosu01@~xa /y!1bA~xa /y!2111~z/y!2#sinu0

,

~5a!

z5
dp~z/y!

cosu01@~xa /y!1bA~xa /y!2111~z/y!2#sinu0

. ~5b!

If we solve forxa /y andz/y in Eq. ~3!, we obtain

xa /y5
dp sinu0a1xa cosu0a

dp cosu0a2xa sinu0a
, ~6a!

z/y5
za

dp cosu0a2xa sinu0a
, ~6b!

and, from Eq.~4!,

sinu05
sinu0a1b

A112b sinu0a1b2
, ~7a!

cosu05
cosu0a

A112b sinu0a1b2
. ~7b!

Although Eqs.~5!–~7! could be used directly, substantial
simplification results if the equations are combined giving

x5
dp@xa~11b sinu0a!1b cosu0a~Adp

21xa
21za

22dp!#

dp~11b sinu0a!1bxa cosu0a1b~sinu0a1b!Adp
21xa

21za
2

, ~8a!

z5
dpzaA112b sinu0a1b2

dp~11b sinu0a!1bxa cosu0a1b~sinu0a1b!Adp
21xa

21za
2

. ~8b!

Equation~8! gives the actual two-dimensional projection co-
ordinates~x,z! in terms of the apparent two-dimensional pro-
jection coordinates (xa ,za). The actual angleu0 in terms of
the apparent angleu0a is given by Eq.~4!. As discussed, Eq.
~8! removes the optical effects, leaving only the relativistic
effects. These equations will be discussed further toward the
end of Sec. IV.

Although some of the complication seen in Eq.~8! results
from the fact that a three-dimensional object is projected
onto a 2D plane, most is related to the projection plane being
directed so that the projection of the reference point lies at
the center of the projection plane for both the actual and
apparent positions of the object. If the image is instead pro-
jected onto a sphere, the transformation between the apparent
angles (ua ,fa) and actual angles~u,f! on the sphere is
given by

tanu5tanua1b secua , f5fa . ~9!

Here f is the azimuthal angle andu is an angle measured
from the ‘‘equator.’’ If we instead use the usual polar angle,u
would need to be replaced byp/22u, giving cotu5cotua

1b cscua .

III. THE APPARENT SPEED

Because it takes a finite time for light to travel from the
object to the observer, the object will appear to be behind its
actual position, which will result in the apparent speed being
different from the actual speed. If we solve forxa in Eq. ~1!,
we find

xa5
x2bAx21~12b2!~y21z2!

12b2 . ~10!

For simplicity, we assume that the object is far away so that
it looks like a point. Then we havez50 andy5dc , where
dc is the distance of closest approach. We note thatx5vt
and divide both sides of Eq.~10! by dc to find the dimen-

sionless apparent displacement and the tangent of the appar-
ent angle

xa

dc
5tanua5

t2bAt21~12b2!

12b2 , ~11!

wheret5vt/dc is the dimensionless time. Figure 2 shows a
plot of tanua as a function oft for various values ofb. The
slope of this plot gives the dimensionless apparent speed
va /v. If we take the derivative of Eq.~11! with respect tot,
we obtain

va

v
5

12bt~t2112b2!21/2

12b2 . ~12!

Fig. 2. Apparent~dimensionless! position of an object as a function of the
dimensionless time for various values ofb5v/c.
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Figure 3 shows a plot ofva /v as a function oft. Note that as
the object is approaching, the apparent speed is larger thanv
and as the object is receding, the apparent speed is smaller
thanv. As expected, the apparent speed deviates more from
the actual speed for larger values ofb. In the limit of largeutu
we have

lim
t→6`

va /v5
1

16b
. ~13!

Note that asb→1, the apparent speed approaches` as the
object approaches, and the apparent speed approaches1

2 that
of the actual speed as the object recedes. Therefore, the ap-
parent speed of the object can be much greater than the speed
of light for an approaching object.

If an object is moving past at a relativistic speed, we can
plot the angle at which the object is seen, that is, the apparent
angle, as a function of time and then fit the curve to a func-
tion of the form

ua5uac1tan21Fa~ t2tc1b/a!2bAa2~ t2tc1b/a!2112b2

12b2 G , ~14!

wherea5v/dc . The time was shifted byb/a so that when
t5tc , ua5uac , the angle of closest approach. Givenu as a
function of t, we can fit the curve by varying the parameters
uac , tc , a, andb. The parametersuac and tc will move the
curve vertically and horizontally, respectively, and give the
angle and time of closest approach. If the object is moving
non-relativistically (b50), in addition touac and tc , only
the parametera could be determined and thus only the ratio
of v and dc could be determined. However, if the object is
moving relativistically, botha andb can be determined and
therefore bothv and dc could be determined, which is in
sharp contrast to the nonrelativistic case.

IV. THE APPEARANCE OF RELATIVISTIC
OBJECTS

As noted, there has been considerable work on the appear-
ance of objects moving at relativistic speeds.2–17 However,
the equations that transform the two-dimensional projection
coordinates of an object in its rest frame directly to the ap-
parent two-dimensional projection coordinates of the object
have not been derived. We derive these equations and apply
them to photographic images, demonstrating what the ob-
jects would look like if they were moving at relativistic
speeds.

Consider an object moving in the positivex-direction as in
Fig. 1. In addition to the (x,y,z) frame of reference shown in
the figure, also consider a frame of reference (x8,y8,z8) in
which the object is at rest. Becausey85y andz85z, we will
drop the primes for these variables. The relation betweenx
andx8 is given byx5(1/g)x81vt. At the instant the origins
coincide, two observersO and O8 at the origins of their

respective reference frames compare measurements, giving
x5(1/g)x8. If we substitute this relation into Eq.~10!, we
obtain

xa5gx82gbAx821y21z2. ~15!

Before deriving the transformation equations for the two-
dimensional projection of the object, we derive a few rela-
tions that quantify some of the changes in the object’s ap-
pearance. Only when the object appears to be directly in
front of the observer is the apparent length of the object
equal to the quantity 1/g times the rest length of the object.8

As the object appears to be approaching, the length appears
longer than this quantity and when the object appears to be
receding, the length appears shorter than this quantity.5 To
quantify this length change, we calculate]xa /]x8 from Eq.
~15! and evaluate the derivative at (x8,y,z)5(x08 ,dc,0), giv-
ing

]xa /]x85g2
bg~x08/dc!

A~x08/dc!
211

. ~16!

Figure 4 shows a plot of]xa /]x8. Note that if one is sub-
tracted from the derivative, it is in the form of a strain, that
is, ](xa2x8)/]x8. As we have mentioned, the length of the
object appears shortened by a factor of 1/g when x0a50.
From Eq. ~15!, we see that whenx0a50, x085gbdc . The
substitution of this value forx08 into Eq. ~16! gives
]xa /]x851/g as expected. Also, whenx0a,0, that is,x08
,gbdc , the apparent length is larger than 1/g and when
x0a.0, that is, x08.gbdc , the apparent length is smaller
than 1/g.

Because light from points on the object that are further
from the observer take a longer time to reach the observer,
the object will appear to be sheared as compared to the ob-

Fig. 3. Apparent~dimensionless! speed of an object as a function of the
dimensionless time for various values ofb.
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ject at rest, with the back of the object behind the front of the
object ~see Fig. 1!.5,8 To quantify this shear we calculate
]xa /]y from Eq. ~15! and evaluate it at (x8,y,z)
5(x08 ,dc,0), giving

]xa

]y
52

bg

A~x08/dc!
211

. ~17!

If the object is large, that is, the size of the object cannot
be neglected relative to the distance of the object from the
observer, the object also will appear to be curved in the
z-direction in comparison to the object at rest. That is, for a
given value ofy, points higher and lower on the object will
appear behind points closer to the center.5,8 To quantify this
curvature we calculatedc(]

2xa /]z2) from Eq. ~15! and
evaluate it at (x8,y,z)5(x08 ,dc,0), giving

dc

]2xa

]z2 52
bg

A~x08/dc!
211

. ~18!

Because both the shear and curvature as defined in Eqs.~17!
and ~18!, respectively, are the same function, Fig. 5 shows
both]xa /]y anddc(]

2xa /]z2). We note that]xa /]z is zero
about the point (x8,y,z)5(x08 ,dc,0). If z0 were not zero,
then this quantity would not be zero. In fact,]xa /]x8,
]xa /]y, and]xa /]z can be calculated at any point to give
the apparent deformation at any point. The quantities
dc(]

2xa /]x82) anddc(]
2xa /]y2) also can be calculated.

We now derive the transformation equations for the two-
dimensional projection of the object. Just as we had done for
the apparent coordinates and actual coordinates in Sec. II, we
take the projection plane for the primed coordinates to be
such that it is perpendicular to a line from the observer to the
reference point (x08 ,y0,0) and also a distancedp from the
observer. We take the coordinates on this projection plane as
(x8,z8). If we take the primed coordinates in Eq.~15! to be
the reference point (x08 ,y0,0) and divide both sides byy0 ,
we find

tanu0a5g tanu082gb secu08 . ~19!

Similar to Eqs.~2! and~3! we have for the primed projec-
tion coordinates

x85
dp~x8 cosu082y8 sinu08!

y8 cosu081x8 sinu08
, ~20a!

z85
dpz8

y8 cosu081x8 sinu08
. ~20b!

The substitution of Eq.~15! into Eq. ~3! gives

xa5dp

g@~x8/y!2bA~x8/y!2111~z/y!2#cosu0a2sinu0a

cosu0a1g@~x8/y!2bA~x8/y!2111~z/y!2#sinu0a

,

~21a!

za5
dp~z/y!

cosu0a1g@~x8/y!2bA~x8/y!2111~z/y!2#sinu0a

,

~21b!

where, solving forx8/y andz/y in Eq. ~20!,

x8

y
5

dp sinu081x8 cosu08

dp cosu082x8 sinu08
, ~22a!

z

y
5

z8

dp cosu0a2x8 sinu0a
, ~22b!

and, from Eq.~19!,

sinu0a5
sinu082b

12b sinu08
, ~23a!

cosu0a5
cosu08

g~12b sinu08!
. ~23b!

We combine Eqs.~21!–~23! to find

Fig. 4. Factor by which the length is changed,]xa /]x8, as a function of the
dimensionless rest-frame position.

Fig. 5. The shear,]xa /]y, and curvature,dc(]
2xa /]z2), as a function of the

dimensionless rest-frame position.
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xa5
dp@x8~12b sinu08!2b cosu08~Adp

21x821z822dp!#

g@dp~12b sinu08!22x8 cosu08b~12b sinu08!2b~sinu082b!~Adp
21x821z822dp!#

, ~24a!

za5
dpz8~12b sinu08!

g@dp~12b sinu08!22x8 cosu08b~12b sinu08!2b~sinu082b!~Adp
21x821z822dp!#

. ~24b!

Equation~24! gives the apparent two-dimensional projection
coordinates (xa ,za) in terms of the rest-frame two-
dimensional projection coordinates (x8,z8). The apparent
angle in terms of the rest-frame angle is given by Eq.~19!. In
the limit of a small subtended solid angle,x8/dp!1 and
z8/dp!1, Eq. ~24! reduces to the results of Terrell,3

xa5
x8

g~12b sinu08!
, ~25a!

za5
z8

g~12b sinu08!
. ~25b!

Because bothx8 andz8 are multiplied by the same constant,
the apparent shape is the same as the rest-frame shape. Be-
cause the apparent shape is observed from a different angle
than the rest-frame shape, as given by Eq.~19!, and the co-
efficient 1/@g(12b sinu08)# is equal to the ratio of the dis-
tance between the observer and the object in the rest frame to
the distance between the observer and the apparent position
of the object, the object will simply look as if it has been
rotated by the angleu0a2u08 , in comparison to an identical
stationary object located at the apparent position of the ob-

ject. This apparent rotation is the basis of theTerrell effect,
that is, an object moving at a relativistic speed will look as if
it has been rotated. Although the appearance is that of being
rotated, it is more accurate to state that the object appears
sheared and changed in length, which becomes clear if the
object is, for example, a car on a straight road or a train car
on a straight track.

Again the complication in Eq.~24! is for the same reasons
as discussed after Eq.~8!. If, instead of being projected onto
a plane, the image is projected onto a sphere, the transforma-
tion between the rest-frame and apparent angles on the
sphere is given by

tanua5g tanu82gb secu8, fa5f8. ~26!

Just as for Eq.~9!, f is the azimuthal angle andu is an angle
measured from the ‘‘equator.’’ If we instead use the usual
polar angle,u would be replaced byp/22u. Then the
equation foru would be in the form of the well-known rela-
tivistic aberration equation,2,3,15,16 that is, cotua5g cotu8
2gb cscu8.

Figure 6 shows the results of applying Eq.~24! to the
positions of the pixels for some photographic images. To
obtain these images, the image that will appear to be moving

Fig. 6. The author on a skateboard
moving down a hall at various appar-
ent anglesu0a and various values ofb.
~a! u0a5264.15°, b50, ~b! u0a

5264.15°, b50.9, ~c! u0a

5264.15°, b50.9945, ~d! u0a50°,
b50, ~e! u0a50°, b50.9, and ~f!
u050°, b50.9, showing only the
relativistic effects.
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is photographed from different angles against a solid color
background~to make extracting the image from the back-
ground easier!. The angles are determined from Eq.~19!. For
example, if the apparent position of the image is directly in
front of the camera~that is,u0a50°) and the image is mov-
ing at a velocity ofb50.9, then the image that is photo-
graphed would be moving away at the angleu08564.15° as
given by Eq.~19!. Also the distance that the camera is placed
from the image isdc sec(u08), where dc is the distance of
closest approach (dc'949 for Fig. 6!. An optical zoom is
used on those images that are far away, that is, moving to-
ward or away from the camera, to eliminate the loss of digi-
tal resolution. For example, when the image is photographed
at an angle ofu08564.15°, a magnification of'2.5 was
used. Equation~24! is then applied to the images that are
moving at relativistic speeds. For the images for which the
optical zoom was used, the image needs to be reduced by the
same factor before applying the transformation. Pictures of
the hallway were taken at two angles,264.15° and 0°. The
moving images were than superimposed on the hallway. The
computer program19 was written in Java.

Figures 6~a!–6~c! show the image moving toward the ob-
server at an angle of264.15° for b50, b50.9, andb
50.9945, respectively. Figures 6~d! and 6~e! show the image
when it appears to be directly in front of the observer for
b50 andb50.9. The speed ofb50.9945 was determined
by takingu0a52u08 in Eq. ~19! and solving forb,

b5
2 tanu08 secu08

112 tan2 u08
, ~27!

with u08564.15°. We were therefore able to use the same
photo that was used to obtain the moving image in Fig. 6~e!,
as well as the same background used in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!.

If we compare the figures for which the image is moving
relativistically @Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~e!# to those for which
the image is moving nonrelativistically@b50, Figs. 6~a! and
6~d!#, we see that the dominant effect is that of appearing to
be rotated. The moving images in Figs. 6~b! and 6~e! appear
rotated by an angle of 64.15° in comparison to the moving
images in Figs. 6~a! and 6~d!, respectively; the moving im-
age in Fig. 6~c! appears rotated by an angle of 128.3° com-
pared to the moving image in Fig. 6~a!. The curvature dis-
cussed near the beginning of this section@see Eq.~18!# is
seen in Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~e!. Also notice how the skate-
board points directly down the hallway for all the relativis-
tically moving images@Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~e!#, which
again reinforces the point that it is more accurate to state that
the image appears sheared and changed in length, rather than
rotated, because if the image were simply rotated, the skate-
board would not point directly down the hallway.

Finally, Fig. 6~f! shows the result if the relativistically
moving image simply appeared contracted by a factor of 1/g.
Figure 6~f! also would be the result if the optical effects were

removed by applying Eq.~8! to the moving image of Fig.
6~b!, leaving only the relativistic effects, as discussed in Sec.
II. If we compare Figs. 6~e! and 6~f!, we see that what we see
and how an object appears are indeed very different from
what is given by the Lorentz contraction.

a!For current e-mail address and other contact information,http://
www.deissler.us..
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